CLOSING THE LEGAL–BUSINESS GAP: THINGS THAT PATENT LICENSING AGREEMENTS MAY OVERLOOK (BUT SHOULDN’T)
I. "The BD guy will figure it out"
   A. Financial structure of the deal
II. “The attorneys will structure and negotiate”
   A. The rights and obligations of the parties
III. "It's just boilerplate"
   A. Subsidiary / affiliate / change of control provisions
   B. Governing law
IV. Change of Control / Acquisitions of or by a Party
   A. Acquisition of Licensor
      1. Is it an assignment of the PLA (e.g., fwd merger, FTM, asset sale)?
         a. Are the "Licensed Patents" assigned as well?
         b. Do "Licensed Patents" expand to infect those of the acquiror (of licensor)?
            i. Can be “poison pill” to M&A prospects of licensor
2. Even if not an assignment (e.g., stock purchase, RTM)
   a. (Less common) Does the license grant rights from licensor's affiliates (e.g., parent or sister companies)?
      i. Poison pill to M&A prospects of licensor
3. Also depends on financial structure (e.g., high per unit royalty v. low or fixed royalty)
4. What if acquiror (of licensor) has independent license with licensee?

B. Acquisition of Licensee
1. Is it an assignment of the PLA (e.g., fwd merger, FTM, asset sale)?
   a. Are "Licensed Products" of the (original licensee) assigned as well?
   b. Do "Licensed Products" expand to include those of the acquiror?
      i. Earned ($/unit or % revenue/sales) v. flat royalty ($/year)
   c. What if acquiror (of licensee) already has a separate license with the licensor?
2. Even if not an assignment (e.g., stock purchase, RTM)?
   a. Can the acquiror (of licensee) move its technology/production under the license's license over time?
      i. Earned ($/unit or % revenue/sales) v. flat royalty ($/year)

C. Patent Cross-License

1. The issues become even more complicated

V. Choice of Law can Matter

A. NY law

1. "Affiliate" means, with respect to a party, any other entity controlled by, under common control with, or controlling such party.

2. "Subsidiary" means, with respect to a party, any other entity controlled by such party.

3. "Licensed Patents" means, with respect to the licensor, any patent owned by such licensor.

4. All of the above are likely to be evaluated as snapshot in time, especially if other parts of the PLA expressly refer to "past, present and future"
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